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[1] We gathered seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection data from several active
source experiments that occurred along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 35N and constructed
three-dimensional anisotropic tomographic images of the crust and upper mantle velocity
structure and crustal thickness. The tomographic images reveal anomalously thick
crust (8–9 km) and a low-velocity ‘‘bull’s-eye’’, from 4 to 10 km depth, beneath the center
of the ridge segment. The velocity anomaly is indicative of high temperatures and a small
amount of melt (up to 5%) and likely represents the current magma plumbing system
for melts ascending from the mantle. In addition, at the segment center, seismic anisotropy
in the lower crust indicates that the crust is composed of partially molten dikes that are
surrounded by regions of hot rock with little or no melt fraction. Our results indicate that
mantle melts are focused at mantle depths to the segment center and that melt is
delivered to the crust via dikes in the lower crust. Our results also indicate that the segment
ends are colder, receive a reduced magma supply, and undergo significantly greater
tectonic stretching than the segment center.
Citation: Dunn, R. A., V. Lekic´, R. S. Detrick, and D. R. Toomey (2005), Three-dimensional seismic structure of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (35N): Evidence for focused melt supply and lower crustal dike injection, J. Geophys. Res., 110, B09101,
doi:10.1029/2004JB003473.
1. Introduction
[2] Along slow spreading mid-ocean ridges the supply of
melt from the mantle is viewed as spatially variable- and
time-dependent [e.g., Lin and Phipps Morgan, 1992]. Con-
sequently, such variations in melt flux are believed to
control crustal thickness, lithospheric strength, and the
partitioning of plate spreading between faulting and mag-
matism [e.g., Cannat, 1993, 1996; Tucholke and Lin, 1994;
Parsons et al., 2000]. For ridge segments bounded by
tectonic offsets, the midsections tend to have the shallowest
bathymetry and the thickest crust while the ends tend to
exhibit deeper and wider axial valleys and thinner crust, as
inferred from gravity data [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et
al., 1990; Detrick et al., 1995] and determined seismically
[Sinha and Louden, 1983; Purdy and Detrick, 1986; Tolstoy
et al., 1993; Canales et al., 2000a; Hooft et al., 2000;
Hosford et al., 2001]. Although these observations can be
explained by several different mantle flow and melt flux
scenarios, each one predicts that melt flux is focused in the
mantle and preferentially delivered to a segment’s center
[e.g., Whitehead et al., 1984; Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et
al., 1990; Sparks et al., 1993; Rabinowicz et al., 1993;
Magde et al., 1997]. By this view, there should exist a three-
dimensional thermal structure in the newly forming litho-
sphere; at the segment midpoint the lithosphere should be
thinner, hotter, and weaker than at the segment ends.
Seafloor spreading should be more magmatically accom-
modated near a segment’s midsection and more tectonically
accommodated at the ends [e.g., Cannat, 1993; Tucholke
and Lin, 1994; Gra`cia et al., 1999; Rabain et al., 2001]. In
addition, the great diversity of ridge segment morphologies
and variability in the maximum depth of seismicity [Barclay
et al., 2001], a proxy for lithospheric thickness, indicate that
temporal variations in melt supply modulate this process:
the diversity from segment to segment can be interpreted as
reflecting various stages of a magmatic-tectonic evolution
[e.g., Cannat, 1993; Gra`cia et al., 1999; Barclay et al.,
2001].
[3] This general model provides a valuable conceptual
framework within which to understand slow spreading ridge
morphology, crustal formation, volcanic activity, and tec-
tonics. Verification of this model requires knowledge of the
thermal structure and underlying magma supply of slow
spreading ridge segments. Yet the three-dimensional (3-D)
nature of the lower crust and uppermost mantle beneath any
slow spreading ridge is poorly understood. As a step toward
filling in this gap in knowledge, we compiled data from
several wide-angle active source refraction experiments that
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occurred along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) near 35N
latitude and determined the first 3-D anisotropic image of
both the crust and uppermost mantle of a slow spreading
ridge segment. Our results provide new insight into the
thermal structure and magma supply along a ridge segment
and the partitioning of spreading between tectonic rifting
and magmatism.
2. Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 35N
[4] Our study area spans the northernmost of three ridge
segments that are bounded by the Oceanographer (35150N)
and Hayes (33360N) Fracture Zones (Figure 1). The north-
ernmost segment, known as ‘‘OH-1’’ [Detrick et al., 1995],
is bounded to the south by a nontransform offset of the ridge
near 34320N, which displaces the ridge axis in a right-
lateral sense by 35 km. At its northern end the Oceanogra-
pher Fracture Zone displaces the ridge axis in a right-lateral
sense by 110 km. The full spreading rate is estimated at
22 mm/yr and the relative direction of spreading is at
an azimuth of 100 from north [Le Douaran et al., 1982;
DeMets et al., 1990]. OH-1 is 90 km long and exhibits
an hourglass-shaped axial valley in map view, with a
shallow, narrow midpoint and much deeper, wider ends.
The segment’s axial profile rises up from 4100 m depth
at the fracture zone, to 2200 m depth at its midpoint.
Continuing southward, it sinks again to 3300 m depth at
NTO-1. The rift valley is nearly 40 km wide at its
northern end, only 4–5 km wide at its midpoint, and up to
20 km wide at its southern end. The cross-axis relief at the
segment midpoint is relatively low, only 300–400 m but is
much greater at the segment ends, up to 3 km.A series of large
volcanic cones, or seamounts, extends outward to either side
of the ridge from the segment midpoint [Rabain et al., 2001].
[5] Bathymetric and magnetic surveys show that OH-1
grew southward in length over the last 6 Ma [Rabain et al.,
2001]. The initiation of the propagation appears to have
coincided with the initiation of the seamount chain. Large
seamounts within the volcanic chain have the same mag-
netic polarity as the surrounding crust, indicating that they
formed on the ridge axis and were subsequently rafted away
from the ridge [Rabain et al., 2001]. The first seamounts in
the chain were located at the former southern boundary of
the segment, suggesting that an increased magma supply in
this area initiated the seamount chain and resulted in the
southward propagation of the southern end of the ridge
segment away from the new locus of enhanced magmatism.
A prominent V-shaped scar in the seafloor bathymetry,
which terminates at the nontransform offset, marks the path
of propagation of the offset as it moved southward. Today, a
large north trending ridge stands 300 m above the valley
floor and has a fault scarp associated with its eastern
margin. The ridge is most prominent at the segment center,
where it intersects the east-west seamount chain, and
extends mainly northward. It also separates the main rift
valley into a ‘‘western trough’’ and an eastern ‘‘axial
valley’’ (often referred to as ‘‘the rift valley’’); the western
trough is relatively sedimented as compared to the eastern
axial valley, which has little sediment cover and exhibits the
most recent volcanism [Gra`cia et al., 1999]. From the
bathymetric data it appears that at least two other low
standing ridges extend northward from the segment’s center
on the axial valley floor. One or more small ridges likewise
appear to extend southward from the segment’s center.
[6] Several lines of evidence indicate that more melt is
currently delivered to the center of OH-1 than its ends. For
example, the hourglass morphology and shallow water
depth of the segment midpoint, an anomalously large
mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly low centered on the
segment, and the chain of seamounts that intersects the
segment center have all been attributed to enhanced and
focused mantle upwelling and magmatism near the segment
center [Detrick et al., 1995; Thibaud et al., 1998; Rabain et
al., 2001]. Seismic studies indicate that a large component
of the gravity low is due to a substantial thickening of the
crust at the segment center [Sinha and Louden, 1983; Hooft
et al., 2000; Canales et al., 2000a; Hosford et al., 2001].
Magde et al. [2000] seismically imaged, in three dimen-
sions, a low-velocity zone at the segment midpoint that
appears to extend downward into the lower crust. In
addition, a two-dimensional refraction experiment located
along the axial valley detected relatively low velocities at
Moho (crust-mantle boundary) depths beneath the segment
center [Hooft et al., 2000]. A geologic survey [Gra`cia et al.,
1999] found the axial valley floor at the segment center to
be smooth, flat, and dominated by fresh sheet flows with no
sediment cover and very few tectonic features (i.e., cracks,
fissures, and faults), which mainly concentrate at the base of
the central ridge’s eastern flank. While the center of the
segment appears to have a relatively high magmatic flux,
the segment’s ends appear to have undergone significant
tectonic stretching. North and south of the segment center
the sediment cover increases rapidly and tectonic features
are more commonly observed.
[7] Several observations indicate that the upper 3–4 km
of crust is cool and brittle. A seismic low-velocity layer
observed throughout the top 1–2 km of the crust [Barclay et
al., 1998; Hooft et al., 2000; Canales et al., 2000a; Hosford
et al., 2001; Hussenoeder et al., 2002], known as seismic
layer 2, is observed here as well as worldwide in the oceans
and is generally accepted to be the result of a high
proportion of pores and cracks at these depths [e.g., Spudich
and Orcutt, 1980; Detrick et al., 1994; Swift et al., 1998].
An analysis of the ratio of P to S wave velocity in the
shallow crust and the detection of seismic anisotropy, an
indicator of widespread ridge-parallel extension cracks,
reveals that the upper 2 km of crust is pervaded with cracks
and is thus relatively cool and brittle [Barclay et al., 2001;
Barclay and Toomey, 2003]. Microearthquakes recorded
near the segment center indicate that the brittle-ductile
transition is at four or more kilometers depth below the
seafloor [Barclay et al., 2001]. In summary, the upper 3–
4 km of the crust at the segment center, and perhaps more so
at the segment ends and in off-axis regions, is porous,
permeable, and cool. There is no evidence for current
high-temperature venting along this section of the MAR
[Gra`cia et al., 1999], but low-temperature hydrothermal
activity was found high on the eastern flank of the central
ridge and a small hydrothermal plume anomaly was
detected in the water column over the segment center [Chin
et al., 1998].
[8] The seismic structure of the upper crust is laterally
variable and appears to reflect a variety of processes such as
tectonic modification, crustal accretion variations, and
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crustal aging [Barclay et al., 1998; Magde et al., 2000;
Hosford et al., 2001; Hussenoeder et al., 2002]. In contrast
to fast spreading ridges where the axis of eruption is fairly
narrow (1–2 km), formation of new crust appears to occur
over the entire width of the axial valley [Barclay et al.,
1998]. Crust produced near the segment ends lacks the
usually distinct transition from seismic layer 2 to 3 and the
upper crustal low-velocity layer is anomalously thick and
low in velocity as compared to that near the segment center
[Sinha and Louden, 1983; Canales et al., 2000a; Hosford et
al., 2001]. Furthermore, the transition from crustal to mantle
velocities appears to occur over a depth range of 3 km or
more [Canales et al., 2000a]. These seismic observations
are consistent with a highly fractured and altered crust
overlying a serpentinized upper mantle at the segment ends.
This view is probably an over simplification, since serpen-
tinites outcrop at the ends of some ridge segments [Gra`cia
et al., 1997, 1999]. Several authors have suggested that the
Figure 1. (a) Location of the seismic experiments along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (35N). Arrow
indicates motion vector of the plate boundary in the hot spot reference frame. (b) Seafloor bathymetry
(100 m contour interval) and major morphological features. (c) Layout of the seismic experiments
superimposed on a contour map of the seafloor bathymetry (200 m contour interval). The study covers an
80  55 km2 region centered on the ‘‘OH-1’’ ridge segment. Symbols indicate locations of ocean bottom
instruments: diamonds, the FARA experiment [Barclay et al., 1998]; circles, the MARBE1 [Hooft et al.,
2000], MARBE3 [Canales et al., 2000a], and MARBE4 [Hosford et al., 2001] experiments; squares,
MARBE5 [Magde et al., 2000]; triangles, MARBE6 (previously unpublished). Our study consists of
these 49 ocean bottom instruments and over 5000 air gun shots that occurred along the dotted lines.
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nontransform offset is a fundamental boundary of ridge
magmatic segmentation [e.g., Canales et al., 2000a; Kuo
and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990].
3. Experiment and Data
[9] The target volume for the tomographic imaging is
centered on the ridge segment, is approximately 80 
55 km2 in area, and extends to 10 km depth beneath the
seafloor (Figure 1c). The main portion of the data set was
gathered in 1996 as part of the MARBE seismic tomogra-
phy experiments [Hooft et al., 2000; Canales et al., 2000a;
Hosford et al., 2001; Magde et al., 2000]. These experi-
ments consisted of a 3-D tomography experiment with 11
ocean bottom instruments and 2700 airgun shots [Magde et
al., 2000] and three 2-D rise-parallel refraction experiments,
one located along the rise [Hooft et al., 2000] and the other
two located 25 km to either side of the rise [Canales et al.,
2000a; Hosford et al., 2001]; we use seven to eight instru-
ments and 300 air gun shots from each of the 2-D
experiments. During shooting of the two off-axis refraction
lines, lines of additional shots were carried out on the
opposite sides of the ridge axis. Thus these instruments
also recorded seismic energy that crossed the ridge axis. We
also include three instruments and 700 shots from a 3-D
experiment that was partially located within the southwest
quadrant of our area (previously unpublished). Almost all
instruments recorded crustal P wave refraction arrivals (P),
Moho reflections (PmP), and mantle refractions (Pn). We
include additional crustal refraction data (P) from a smaller
3-D tomography experiment, the FARA experiment
[Barclay et al., 1998], which was located near the ridge
segment’s center. Details of the shots and instruments, and
record sections of the data, appear in the respective papers,
thus we do not repeat them here. Until this time, none of the
PmP and Pn data from 2-D shot-receiver geometries (i.e.,
shots and receivers not located along a single line) were
included in any previous analysis. The data provide complete
coverage of the crust and upper mantle over a 40  50 km2
area centered on the ridge, plus less complete coverage to the
north and south. There are 360 of azimuthal ray coverage
throughout the experiment’s center, which is important for
detecting anisotropy. Figure 2 displays a map view plot of ray
penetration points (Pn) and bounce points (PmP) on theMoho
surface showing the distribution of information used to
determine crustal thickness.
[10] Crustal P arrivals are clearly observed to distances of
up to 20–40 km as first arrivals. Amplitudes of waveforms
whose ray paths pass through the lower crust near the
segment center are highly attenuated and the travel times
are relatively delayed as compared to seismic energy that
travels through the lower crust away from the segment
center. The strength of the Moho triplication varies with
spatial location, indicating variations in the nature of the
transition from crustal velocities to mantle velocities. Stron-
ger triplications indicate sharp velocity contrasts and a
relatively thin Moho transition as compared to regions with
a weaker triplication, which indicates a more gradual
transition. In general, the transition appears to be relatively
sharper at the segment center and more gradual to the north
and especially to the south of the experiment center. Mantle
Pn phases are observed for ranges of 25–60 km depending
on station location and noise levels. Away from the exper-
iment center, the slopes of Pn time-distance curves indicate
mantle velocities of 7.8 km/s. Pn energy that passes
through the experiment center has apparent velocities in
the 7.3–7.5 km/s range for ridge-parallel paths and some-
what greater values for ridge-perpendicular paths, suggest-
ing the presence of mantle anisotropy. In most cases the
distinction between first arriving crustal P energy and first
arriving Pn energy is clear and accompanied by a strong
PmP phase, although the Pn branch itself tends to have a
low amplitude. Although we label the higher velocity
energy as a mantle refraction, Pn, this energy could be
turning either within unaltered mantle at the base of the
crust, within a thick Moho transition zone, or at the base of
a serpentinized region (such as might occur at the segment
ends). However, the petrologic nature of the Moho transi-
tion is a question of interpretation and has no influence on
the tomographic imaging process.
[11] The P-Pn crossover distance (distance between shot
and receiver where Pn becomes a first arrival) is an
indicator of crustal thickness; i.e., larger crossover distances
indicate thicker crust. For energy that traversed the ridge to
the north of the segment center, the crossover point occurs
at 22 km range (Figure 3). This is in contrast to energy
that sampled the segment’s center (both on and off axis),
which exhibits crossover points at 40+ km range. South of
the ridge segment’s center, the distance is only 27 km.
These general differences indicate thicker crust near the
segment’s center and the thinnest crust near the Oceanog-
rapher Fracture Zone.
[12] For imaging the crust and uppermost mantle in three
dimensions, we compiled a data set of 31,405 P, 17,711
PmP, and 11,716 Pn travel times from 49 ocean bottom
Figure 2. Ray penetration points (Pn) and bounce points
(PmP) on the Moho surface showing the distribution of
information used to constrain the Moho depth. Triangles
indicate station locations.
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instruments. Where travel time picks were available from
previous work, the picks were re-made to provide consis-
tency in the picks and assigned uncertainties. The root-
mean-square uncertainty is 24 ms for P, 47 ms for PmP, and
40 ms for Pn. The total combined data and experimental
uncertainty is 37 ms. Barclay et al. [1998] explain the
sources of experimental errors and their values for this type
of experiment.
4. Methods
[13] Our seismic tomographic method is described in the
Appendix. Grids for the velocity model and the Moho
reflection surface are defined separately, but if the Moho
is raised or lowered then the velocity values (not the
velocity grid) change to maintain any velocity contrast
associated with the interface. Model parameters for changes
to isotropic slowness and the depth of the Moho are spaced
500 m and 1 km apart, respectively. Model parameters for
anisotropy vary with depth only (unless otherwise noted),
are spaced 500 m apart, and the fast axis of anisotropy is
required to lie in a horizontal plane. Our method requires
the user to set a priori uncertainties in the model slowness,
interface depth, and anisotropy (su, sz, sa) that act as
damping terms to model perturbations (perturbations are
changes to the starting model). Weighting values (lu, lz, la)
control the spatial smoothness of the image along with scale
lengths of model smoothness (tx, ty, tz), which vary in
depth with the width of the Fresnel zone, and are set to
500 m in the upper crust and increase to 2 km in the
mantle. A tradeoff can exist between fitting travel time
data with velocity perturbations versus Moho depth per-
turbations [e.g., Ross, 1994] and/or anisotropy perturba-
tions [e.g., Jousselin et al., 2003]. Since we perform a
simultaneous inversion of the data, this permits a formal
analysis of any such tradeoff. Although there is never a
single solution to an inverse problem that contains real
data with noise, with the large amount of data employed
here the range of possible solutions is relatively small.
Our goal was to construct smooth solutions, with the least
amount of variance that satisfies the data. Below we
present one ‘‘standard’’ solution and then estimate its
uncertainty by examining other solutions that fall within
and outside the range of solutions that satisfy the data.
5. Results
[14] We first constructed a 1-D isotropic model (laterally
invariant) from the results of Magde et al. [2000] for this
area and added to it a Moho reflector at 5 km depth and a
mantle layer of 7.8 km/s. We then inverted all of the data for
a 1-D isotropic model that produces a minimum model
misfit with the smoothest depth profile. The result (Figure 4)
is a stable solution that removes the mean of the travel time
delays (observed minus calculated times). The mean crustal
thickness is 6 km and the 1s uncertainty of this mean is
about 0.15 km, as estimated from the standard deviation of
solutions determined by varying the ratio of su to sz and by
tests that forced the Moho to shallower and deeper depths.
[15] Using this 1-D solution as a starting model, we next
solved for 3-D velocity structure and Moho topography. We
performed a grid search over the values of su, sa, sz, lu, la,
and lz to determine the range of values that produce viable
solutions. To reduce the complexity of this search, we first
performed the grid search for isotropic solutions and then
once a suitable range of models was identified, we added
and varied the anisotropic parameters. Values of su  0.08,
sa  0.005, and sz  0.75 provided enough model variance
to produce viable fits to the data if the smoothing weights
were not too large (lu  175, la  1000, and lz  50).
Figure 5 shows the solution most representative of
those that provide the best statistical fit to the data. The
parameter values for this ‘‘standard solution’’ are su = 0.10,
sa = 0.015, sz = 1, lu, = 150, la = 1000, lz = 30. We chose
this solution by first averaging solutions that fit the data (1 <
Figure 3. Plot of Pg/Pn crossover distances as a function
of position along the ridge. The Pg/Pn crossover distance
(distance between shot and receiver where Pn becomes a
first arrival) is an indicator of crustal thickness; larger
crossover distances indicate thicker crust. The crossover
distance is determined from shot lines that are oriented
perpendicular to the ridge axis and for receivers located
along the westernmost and easternmost boundaries of the
experiment. Thus the crossover distance roughly measures
crustal thickness beneath the ridge. This plot indicates that
the thickest crust resides at the ridge segment’s center and
thinner crust resides near the segment ends.
Figure 4. Plot of P wave velocity versus depth below the
seafloor. The 1-D velocity solution is shown by dashed line.
Because of crustal thickness variations, the 1-D solution
averages the Moho transition zone over a range of depths.
Thus we modified the velocity profile to create a starting
model for the 3-D inversions (solid line) that has a single
step from crustal to mantle velocities at the average depth of
the Moho reflector.
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c2 < 1.1) and then selecting the solution that most closely
resembled the average.
[16] The standard model has the following key character-
istics. The crust is thickest at the segment center, thins
rapidly northward and less rapidly southward. The mantle
contains a strong low-velocity ‘‘bull’s-eye’’ anomaly at the
segment center. This anomaly continues up into the crust
and is reduced in both size and amplitude as it approaches
the upper crust. In the uppermost crust, velocities are
generally low in a broad band that extends along the ridge
axis from north to south. The shallow velocity structure is
also strongly heterogeneous with many small (<10 km
width) negative anomalies and more subdued positive
anomalies. Two percent anisotropy, with the fast direction
of energy propagation parallel to the ridge, is detected at
shallow crustal levels (Figure 6) and 1–2% anisotropy is
detected in the lower crust. Mantle anisotropy is 4% with
the fast direction at an azimuth of 38 counterclockwise
from the ridge-perpendicular direction. Our images of the
upper crust are similar to those of Magde et al. [2000], but
show more detail due to the larger data set employed here.
5.1. Changes to Su and Sz
[17] Figure 7a shows the misfit as a function of su and sz.
The set of solutions that fit the data (1 < c2 < 1.1) vary by
0.1 km/s in velocity and <150 m in Moho topography and
are thus essentially the same. For fixed smoothness values
and within the range of acceptable misfits, changes to the a
priori solution variance result in insignificant trade-off
between velocity structure and crustal thickness. Instead,
the small variation in structure that is allowed by the data is
almost exclusively controlled by the smoothness parameters
(see below). An example of an alternative solution that
provides a statistically similar misfit as compared with the
standard solution (see Figure 7a), but with much different
su (= 0.075) and sz (= 3), is shown in Figures 8a–8d; as
one can see, this solution and the standard are equivalent. In
general, increasing su or sz, with all other adjustable
parameters set to the ‘‘standard’’ values, has the primary
effect of allowing velocity perturbations to ‘‘bleed’’ into
areas of insufficient ray coverage (areas masked out in
Figure 6. (a) Percent anisotropy and (b) azimuth of the
fast axis as a function of depth for the standard solution
shown in Figure 5. Zero degrees azimuth is along the ridge
axis in the northward direction.
Figure 7. (a) Contour plot of the c2 misfit obtained by
varying su and sz. Smoothing values are fixed at lu, = 150,
la = 1000, and lz = 30. We reject solutions that lie in the
gray shaded area since they are too heavily damped (do not
contain enough structure) to satisfy the data. (b) Contour
plot of the c2 misfit obtained by varying lu, and lz. In this
case, we reject solutions that lie in the gray shaded areas since
they are too rough to be resolved by the data and are clearly
corrupted by data noise. Furthermore, solutions with misfits
>1.1 can be rejected since they are too smooth and do not
provide a good fit to the data (as determined by anF test at the
95% confidence level). Thus the range of acceptable models
is quite small. The parameter values for the alternative
solutions shown in Figures 8a–8d and Figures 8e–8h are
indicated in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively.
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Figures 5 and 8). Reducing su (or sz) raises the c
2 misfit
rapidly by reducing the magnitude of velocity (or Moho)
variations without changing their form; we reject such
solutions based on their poor fits to the data. For any set
of smoothing weights, no solutions with only lower-crustal
velocity (cPmP
2 > 3.5) or only Moho topography variations
(cPmP
2 > 5) fit the PmP data.
5.2. Changes to Lu and Lz
[18] Figure 7b shows the misfit as a function of lu and lz.
Smooth and heavily damped solutions fit the data poorly.
On the other hand, the roughest solutions (gray shaded areas
in Figure 7b) exhibit velocity structure that is too rough to
be constrained by the data, on the basis of the Fresnel zone
of the seismic waves and checkerboard resolution tests
(Figure 9), and are clearly corrupted by data noise. Models
that best fit the data, 1 < c2 < 1.1, occur over a small set of
smoothness values and are very similar in appearance. An
example of an alternative solution that has almost the same
data misfit (an F test at the 95% confidence level indicates
that the standard solution does provide a better fit to the data
than this alternate solution) is shown in Figures 8e–8h; this
solution has the same parameterization as for the standard
solution except lz = 90, or triple the standard value. While
the mantle velocity anomaly is increased by 0.1 km/s in
magnitude, the Moho topography is smoother across the
Figure 8. Four alternative tomographic solutions to test the uniqueness of our standard solution. The
first three columns are depth slices through each solution; the depth is indicated. The fourth column is the
crustal thickness map for the solution. (a and b) Similar to the standard model shown in Figure 5 except
su = 0.075 and sz = 3. (e–h) Similar to the standard model except lz = 90. (j–l) Similar to the standard
model except that the crustal thickness was restricted to vary only along the ridge. (m–p) Similar to the
standard model except that no anisotropy was allowed.
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ridge with the maximum crustal thickness reduced by
0.5 km. In general, for fixed model uncertainties and
within the range of models that fit the data, velocities vary
by 0.1 km/s and crustal thickness varies by <0.5 km. If we
allow only ridge parallel or ridge perpendicular variations in
the velocity structure of the upper crust, lower crust, or
mantle, it is not possible to find a model that satisfies the
data and we conclude that 3-D variations in velocity
structure are required at all depths. In addition, ridge-
parallel variation in Moho topography is also required by
the data. We tested whether the data requires ridge-perpen-
dicular variations in Moho topography (Figures 8i–8l) and
found that solutions with ridge-perpendicular variations of
±0.5 km, such as for the standard model, do provide a
statistically better data misfit. Larger variations are not
required by the data, but reduced variations of ±0.4 km
provide a statistically similar misfit.
[19] In summary, we find that the trade-off between
velocity structure and Moho topography is small. For the
class of solutions that satisfy the data the overall form of the
velocity structure and Moho topography is not significantly
different from one solution to the next. However, small-
scale features do change form, suggesting caution when
interpreting such features in the solutions. While the range
of acceptable solutions is small, a solution still depends on
the resolution inherent in the experiment geometry and
parameterization. Thus we must always examine other
indicators of resolution, such as the checkerboard resolution
figures in Figure 9.
5.3. Isotropy Versus Anisotropy
[20] Figures 8m–8p show an isotropic solution (c2 = 1.4)
that was otherwise constructed in the same manner as for the
standard solution. Travel time residuals for this solution
reveal a cos(2q) pattern, where q is the ray path azimuth
(Figure 10). This residual pattern is indicative of anisotropy
where the wave speed varies as a function of azimuth.
Because of the dense ray coverage and excellent azimuthal
coverage, the anisotropy signal ends up in the data residuals
of the isotropic solution and is only insignificantly mapped
into isotropic structure. Solving for depth-varying anisotropy
as part of the inversion removes the cos(2q) trend in the
residuals and reduces the data misfit. As the amount of
anisotropy is allowed to increase, by varying su/sa, the
Figure 9. Model resolution is estimated via the reconstruction of ‘‘checkerboard’’ models. Travel times
are computed for checkerboard models using a fixed ray set (rays calculated with respect to the standard
solution of Figure 5) and Gaussian noise with a 30 ms standard deviation added. The synthetic data are
then inverted using the same parameterization as for the standard solution. Small block sizes of 2–3 km
width are resolvable in the central portion of the experiment; far from the experiment center, only larger
block sizes are resolvable. Here we show example reconstructions at different depths (depth of each
image is indicated); bear in mind that smaller block sizes are also resolvable near the experiment center
and that areas showing no resolution in these images have resolvable structure for larger block sizes. The
high resolution at the experiment center results from the excellent azimuthal, horizontal, and vertical
distribution of rays that pass through this region.
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residual cos(2q) patterns decrease in amplitude and then
disappear at 2.5 ± 0.5% anisotropy in the upper crust, 2 ±
0.5% in the lower crust, and 4 ± 0.5% in the mantle. The
azimuth of the fast direction changes little with changes in
the ratio su/sa, and is independent of the starting value.
Allowing fully 3-D variations in anisotropy did not improve
the data misfit and the results were heavily influenced by the
azimuthal distribution of ray paths throughout the model.
6. Examination and Interpretation of the
Tomographic Images
6.1. Shallow Crust
[21] As summarized in section 2, there are now several
observations suggesting that the upper 2–3 km of crust is
relatively cool, brittle, porous, and riddled with cracks. Our
average 1-D isotropic structure (Figure 4) reveals low
velocities in the shallow crust that are also indicative of
high degrees of porosity. In addition, the upper crustal
anisotropy is consistent with vertically oriented, ridge-
parallel cracks that are the result of extensional stresses.
The increase in velocity and decrease in anisotropy with
depth can be attributed to the reduction in crack/pore
volume with depth, via a combination of closing of cracks
and pores with increasing pressure and a decrease in the
vesicularity of lithologic units [e.g., Swift et al., 1998]. In
three dimensions (Figure 5), upper crustal velocities are
anomalously low in a broad axial band that parallels the
ridge axis. Relatively low on-axis velocities with respect to
higher off-axis velocities are a global phenomenon and
widely interpreted to reflect a porous upper crust near the
ridge axis that subsequently decreases in porosity, and
hence increases in velocity, with crustal age due to infilling
of cracks and pores via hydrothermal deposition [e.g., Houtz
and Ewing, 1976; Purdy, 1987; Grevemeyer and Weigel,
1997]. Figure 11a compares the global average trend in
layer 2A velocities of Grevemeyer and Weigel [1997] to our
results in the 0–2 km depth range (averaged along the
ridge). Although tomography experiments provide poor
constraints on layer 2A velocities, the global average falls
within our range of upper crustal velocities. Importantly, the
ridge-perpendicular variation that we find in the shallow
crust (<0.75 km/s) can be largely explained by crustal aging.
[22] After subtracting the local average velocity profile,
small-scattered anomalies and extensive low-velocity
regions near the transform and nontransform offsets remain
(Figure 11b). These variations can arise from lateral varia-
tions in pores, cracks, alteration products, and the ratio of
porous extrusive rocks to less porous intrusive rocks, and
likely reflect the nonuniform construction of the upper crust
with time. At the segment ends, we interpret the extensive
low-velocity regions located both on and off axis as the
result of a greater percentage of cracks due to greater
tectonic stretching. In support of this interpretation, geologic
mapping of the seafloor [Gra`cia et al., 1999] reveals greater
densities of cracks and fissures at the segment ends than the
segment center. Two negative anomalies near the segment
center, labeled ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ in Figure 11b, underlie volcanic
cones and by association may be due to locally higher-than-
average temperatures (hundreds of degrees) as suggested by
Magde et al [2000]. Detection of high-temperature hydro-
thermal venting at these seamounts would support this
interpretation, yet few measurements have been made to date
and there is only evidence for fossil hydrothermal sites and
low-temperature diffuse flow on the eastern side of the central
ridge near ‘‘A’’ [Gra`cia et al., 1999] and a small water column
Figure 10. Travel time residuals (observed minus calcu-
lated times) for the isotropic solution (Figures 8m–8p). The
residuals are sorted into 20 bins by a ray path’s azimuth, and
the mean of each bin is plotted along with the 1s standard
deviation of the mean. Residuals for crustal refracted rays
whose maximum depths lie between (a) 0–2 km depth
below the seafloor, (b) 2–4 km depth, and (c) >4 km depth
exhibit clear anisotropic signals via a cos(2q) variation,
where q is ray azimuth. (d) PmP rays exhibiting a cos(2q)
pattern. (e) Mantle refractions exhibiting a cos(2q) pattern
but with the fast axis in a southwest/northeast direction.
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plume near the segment center in general [Chin et al., 1998].
Alternatively, the anomalously low velocities associated
with these seamounts could be explained by very thick, low-
velocity extrusives associated with seamount volcanism.
6.2. Middle to Lower Crust and Mantle
[23] Velocities near the segment ends are roughly similar
to off-axis velocities, indicating similar temperatures. How-
ever, velocities are higher at the northern end of the ridge
segment than at the southern end, indicating 300–550
cooler temperatures.
[24] At the center of the segment, if we assume that the
brittle-ductile transition is near 4 km depth, as indicated by
the microearthquake study of Barclay et al. [2001], then the
large low-velocity zone is most likely due to elevated
temperatures and a small amount of melt at depths >5 km
(Figures 5e–5k). It is difficult to predict absolute temper-
atures or melt fractions due to a lack of baseline temperature
information away from the ridge. Nevertheless, if we first
assume that the low-velocity anomaly is due to temperature
only, then at the base of the crust the corresponding thermal
anomaly is 500–900 (applying the methods described by
Dunn et al. [2000, and the references therein]. Therefore, if
the temperature at the Moho is 800C at a point 15–20 km
away from the ridge axis [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993],
then the calculated temperature beneath the ridge, 1300–
1700C, exceeds expected liquidus temperatures of the
lower crust [e.g., Sinton and Detrick, 1992]. This is illogical
since the assumption of no melt results in a prediction of a
fully molten lower crust. Consequently, a portion of the
low-velocity anomaly is likely due to a small amount of
melt. Assuming that the thermal anomaly is 200–300
requires 3% melt distributed over a 10  10 km2 area
beneath the segment midpoint to account for the additional
reduction in velocity. Tomographic methods tend to under-
predict the magnitude of low-velocity zones; thus 3% is a
minimum value. Given that the resolution of the imaging is
no better than 3–4 km near the Moho, the melt could exist
along grain boundary interfaces or within larger isolated
regions with higher melt concentrations, which when aver-
aged together make up the 3% melt fraction. For example,
the lower crust could be composed of partially molten dikes
and sills.
[25] The presence of anisotropy in the lower crust is
unexpected, but could be produced by partially molten
magmatic dikes. To test whether this anisotropy is mainly
present beneath the hot central portion of the ridge, and is
thus due to dikes, or is mainly present at the colder segment
ends and off-axis areas, and is thus due to fracturing or
faulting, we examined travel time residuals from the isotro-
pic solution (Figures 8m–8p). We gathered lower crustal P
refractions and all PmP rays and then subdivided these
residuals into one group where the turning points of the rays
were located within the large low-velocity zone at the center
of the segment and another group where the turning points
were located outside of this region. Travel times are most
sensitive to anisotropy at the rays’ turning depth. Rays
Figure 11. (a) Ridge-perpendicular profiles of velocity as
a function of predicted crustal age (solid lines). Each profile
is the average of the velocity structure, taken along the
ridge, at the specified depth. Ages are computed from
distance divided by half spreading rate. The seafloor profile
is poorly constrained because ray paths that travel through
the uppermost crust are nearly vertical. Dashed line: Global
average variation in layer 2A velocities [Grevemeyer and
Weigel, 1997]. (b) Crustal velocity structure at 1 km depth
from Figure 5 but with the age-related trend removed.
Velocities are anomalously low near the ridge offsets and
beneath at least two seamounts (labeled A and B) near
the ridge segment’s center. Color scale is the same as for
Figure 5.
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whose turning points are located in the low-velocity zone
exhibit the cos(2q) pattern, while rays that turn outside this
region do not. Thus we conclude that the lower crustal
anisotropy arises from elastic anisotropy within the large
low-velocity region in the center of the ridge segment, and
we suggest that this anisotropy is due to vertical dikes in the
lower crust that are roughly oriented along a line that is
rotated 30–40 counterclockwise from the ridge axis.
[26] Two percent anisotropy can be generated by 6% melt
fraction in dikes that make up 50% of the lower crust or
50% melt fraction in dikes that make up 6% of the crust. In
either case, these numbers agree with the 3% average melt
fraction determined from the isotropic reduction in velocity
alone. This result was determined by assuming the host rock
is 6.8 km/s with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.28 and density
2800 kg/m3; the dikes are assumed to have a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.28 and a velocity given by that of the host rock
minus the effect of the melt, which is determined by
@lnVp/@f = 3 [Schmeling, 1985], where f is melt
fraction. The percentage anisotropy is determined by
weighted averages of the elastic parameters, where the
weights are determined by the fraction of crust composed
of dikes and that of host rock [Auld, 1973; Schoenberg,
1983]. The effects of Poisson’s ratio and density are small
on these calculations.
[27] Mantle anisotropy is 4% with the azimuth of the fast
axis oriented in a southwest direction at 38 from the
ridge-perpendicular direction or 250 from north. At 35N,
an estimate of the velocity vector of ridge motion over the
mantle in a hot spot reference frame can be found from the
HS3-NUVEL-1A plate motion model [Gripp and Gordon,
2002] and the methods of Stein et al. [1977]. Assuming
symmetric spreading [Le Douaran et al., 1982; Rabain et
al., 2001], a point on the ridge axis moves in a direction
roughly 248 from north (Figure 1a) at a rate of 3 cm/yr, or
at almost three times the half spreading rate. Thus, on both
sides of the ridge the half rate spreading vector plus the
migration vector results in a vector that points to the
southwest. Assuming that the fast direction of seismic
anisotropy points in the direction of mantle flow, we
conclude that mantle flow just beneath the ridge is domi-
nated by ridge migration in the hot spot reference frame and
not by relative plate motion.
6.3. Crustal Thickness
[28] Our 2-D crustal thickness map (Figure 5l) shows
good agreement with previous crustal thickness profiles for
this area [Canales et al., 2000a; Hooft et al., 2000; Hosford
et al., 2001]. Together, these studies reveal 8.5 ± 0.5 km
thick crust near the segment center and 4–5 km thick crust
to the north and south of center. Note that Hooft et al.
[2000] detected even thinner crust (3–4 km thick) outside
of our experiment area near the Oceanographer Fracture
Zone. Our study reveals that ridge-perpendicular variations
in crustal thickness are modest,  ±0.5 km. There are small
differences between the different studies that can be attrib-
uted to the trade-off between crustal velocity values and
Moho depth. For example, the Moho depths reported by
Hosford et al. [2001] tend to be deeper and show less along-
Figure 12. Cartoon summary of our principal results and
interpretation of the magmatic and tectonic processes along
this ridge segment. We suggest that melts ascending from
the mantle are focused toward the center of the ridge
segment at subcrustal depths and subsequently penetrate the
crust through a cluster of dikes. This process creates thicker
crust at the segment center and a weaker lithosphere.
Consequently, plate spreading is accommodated more by
magmatism than by tectonism at the segment center; the
reverse is true at the segment ends. Scattered velocity
anomalies and nonuniform aging of the shallow crust
indicate that formation of the shallow crust is unstable over
time, revealing a strong interplay between magmatism,
tectonism, and hydrothermal circulation. In contrast, the
uniformity of the crust’s thickness as a function of age
indicates that the time-averaged melt flux to the ridge is
relatively uniform.
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axis variation. Given the limited data coverage in that
analysis there is probably a larger velocity-depth trade-off
than in our study and the high crustal velocities just above
the Moho in their study (7.2–7.6 km/s) probably compen-
sate for the reflector being too deep.
7. Discussion
[29] The OH-1 ridge segment is a single accretionary unit
of crustal formation at a slow spreading ridge. Our results,
along with those of previous studies, provide a consistent
view of the melt supply to this ridge segment and the
partitioning of plate spreading between magmatism and
faulting (Figure 12). Our results indicate that mantle-derived
melts rising beneath this ridge segment are preferentially
focused at mantle depths toward the center of the segment,
resulting in both thicker crust at the segment center and a
region of high temperatures and melt within the uppermost
mantle and lower crust. We suggest that magma intrudes
into a hot, subsolidus, lower crust within dikes. The trend of
the dikes, which is given by the fast axis of anisotropy is not
perpendicular to the relative spreading direction, but is
rotated 30–40 from the ridge-parallel direction. This
rotation may be related in some way to stresses generated
by the 40 difference between the absolute motion of the
spreading center and the relative spreading direction.
[30] The lack of evidence for a magma supply at the
segment ends suggests that crust is formed at the ends via
melt that is fed out along the ridge at crustal levels from the
central source region, in a manner similar to Hawaiian-type
rift zones as suggested by Smith and Cann [1999]. Abelson
et al. [2001] found evidence for magma flow in crustal
dikes in the Troodos ophiolite, which is believed to be a
section of oceanic crust that formed in a slow spreading
environment. Their measurements of the anisotropy of
magnetic susceptibility reveal anisotropic fabric of the
gabbroic section of the ophiolite and indicate ridge-parallel
flow lines aligned from the center of the ridge segment to its
termination at a fossil transform. On the other hand, along
OH-1 perhaps not all melts that form the crust at the
segment ends pass through the segment center. Geochem-
ical sampling of the OH-1 ridge axis by Niu et al. [2001]
reveals a peak in apparent enrichment of incompatible
elements near the segment center. They argue that their
data requires a heterogeneous mantle source beneath this
segment. If true, and all melts pass through the segment
center, then one would expect to see enriched basalts
everywhere along the ridge. Since this is not observed,
either the heterogeneous mantle model is incorrect, or much
of the melt that forms crust at the segment ends comes from
directly below those regions. A test of these ideas and
models of mantle flow and melt supply in general requires
additional isotope studies and deeper mantle seismic and
electromagnetic imaging.
[31] The data do not require large crustal thickness
variations in the direction parallel to spreading, although
smaller ±0.5 km variations are required by the data
and we conclude that the OH-1 segment has received a
relatively continuous melt supply over the last 2.5 Myr
and perhaps as long as 6 Myr [Rabain et al., 2001]. This
is in sharp contrast to the 23200N region of the MAR
(MARK area), which exhibits strong crustal thickness
undulations in the spreading direction [Canales et al.,
2000b]. It is possible that OH-1 is anomalous in this respect;
its proximity to the Azores hot spot may result in a more
continuous melt supply than for other slow spreading
sections of ridge.
[32] Our results show that there exists a 3-D thermal
structure in the newly forming crust; at the segment mid-
point the lithosphere is thinner and the crust hotter than at
the segment ends. Thus a thin hot lithosphere and a greater
magma supply (as indicated by the thicker crust) result in a
greater degree of magmatically controlled spreading. The
segment ends, in contrast, undergo significant tectonic
stretching. In the upper crust where seismic velocities are
largely controlled by chemical alteration, porosity, and
crack density, our tomographic images, along with previous
work [Hooft et al., 2000; Canales et al., 2000a; Hosford et
al., 2001], indicate that the segment ends are heavily
fractured and altered. In the lower crust and mantle where
velocities are mainly controlled by temperature and melt,
our tomographic images indicate that the segment ends are
relatively cool, with a thick lithosphere. Higher velocities
near the Oceanographer transform than near the nontrans-
form offset indicate a greater degree of deep cooling due to
sustained, deep pathways for hydrothermal circulation.
Several other observations suggest colder lithosphere at
the segment ends with greater tectonic extension and low
magma supply; for example, the deep and wide axial valley
with a cross-axis relief 6–10 times that of the segment
midpoint [e.g., Rabain et al., 2001], the faulted and sedi-
mented seafloor [Gra`cia et al., 1999], and the lack of
hydrothermal output [Chin et al., 1998; Gra`cia et al., 1999].
8. Conclusions
[33] 1. A large low-velocity ‘‘bull’s-eye’’ is imaged
beneath the center of the ridge segment from 4–10 km
depth. The velocity anomaly is indicative of high temper-
atures and a small amount of melt and we suggest that it
represents the current magma plumbing system for melts
ascending from the mantle.
[34] 2. Seismic anisotropy in the lower crust at the
segment center indicates that the lower crust is composed
of partially molten dikes that are surrounded by regions of
hot rock with little to no melt fraction.
[35] 3. At the segment center, mantle level focusing of
melt creates a thinner lithosphere and a thicker crust (8.5 km
thick versus <4–5 km at the ends), and results in plate
spreading being accommodated more by magmatism than
tectonism as compared to the segment ends.
[36] 4. At the segment ends, the lack of magma supply
and resultant tectonic stretching opens cracks that allow
deep cooling of the crust.
[37] 5. Scattered velocity anomalies and nonuniform
aging of the shallow crust indicate that formation of the
shallow crust is unstable over time, revealing a strong
interplay between magmatism, tectonism, and hydrothermal
circulation. In contrast, the relative uniformity of the crust’s
thickness as a function of age indicates that the time-
averaged melt flux to the ridge is uniform.
[38] 6. Shallow crustal anisotropy is 2–3% with the fast
axis aligned with the ridge axis and can be ascribed to
dilatational cracks in a stressed lithosphere.
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[39] 7. Mantle anisotropy is 3–4% with the azimuth of
the fast axis oriented within a few degrees of the predicted
direction of ridge migration in the hot spot reference frame.
We conclude that mantle strain is not dominated by the
direction of relative spreading, but rather the ridge migra-
tion direction.
Appendix A
[40] A nonlinear iterative tomographic technique is de-
veloped to jointly model marine refraction and reflection
travel time data for 3-D velocity structure, layer interface
depths, and P wave seismic anisotropy with a hexagonal
symmetry system.
A1. Forward Problem
[41] The velocity model for ray tracing is defined on a
3-D grid that includes seafloor topography and is overlain
by a water layer [Toomey et al., 1994]. We use a shortest
path method, which always finds the global minimum time
ray paths in arbitrary media, and is modified to calculate
secondary arrivals [Moser, 1991; Klimes and Kvasnicka,
1994]. Ray paths reflected from a structural interface, such
as the crust-mantle interface or Moho, are first calculated
down to the reflector (the words interface and reflector will
be used interchangeably) and then the reflector is used to
initialize ray paths that travel upward. Our implementation
calculates the paths and times of all portions of the branches
of the travel time triplication associated with the interface.
The interface is a gridded surface whose x and y (lateral)
positions are coincident with the velocity model’s x and y
positions. The z (depth) positions of the surface vary
independently of the z positions of the velocity grid allow-
ing it to vary smoothly. If the interface is raised or lowered,
the velocity structure (not the grid itself) is altered to
maintain any velocity contrast associated with the interface.
For example, if the interface is pushed downward, then
crustal values are continued downward to fill the ‘‘gap’’,
which erases the previous mantle values at those grid points.
[42] Seismic anisotropy is often detected in marine seis-
mic data as an azimuthal variation in travel times [e.g.,
Hess, 1964; Raitt et al., 1969; Barclay et al., 1998; Dunn
and Toomey, 2001; Dunn et al., 2001]. The form of the
anisotropy is assumed to have a hexagonal symmetry
system with the symmetry axis constrained to the horizontal
plane. Although an orthorhombic form of anisotropy is
possible in the upper mantle [e.g., Ismaı¨l and Mainprice,
1998], for refraction studies the ray paths travel nearly
horizontal in the mantle and thus sample only one planar
cut through a slowness surface. Thus distinguishing be-
tween hexagonal and orthorhombic systems is not substan-
tive for modeling the travel times. The anisotropy is defined
at each grid vertex and can vary in three dimensions. We
approximate the anisotropic P wave slowness (slowness in
the inverse of the velocity) as
u rð Þ ¼ uiso rð Þ
1þ A rð Þ cos 2q rð Þ½  þ B rð Þ sin 2q rð Þ½  ; ðA1Þ
where uiso(r) is the isotropic slowness at location r, and q is
the azimuth of a ray measured from the horizontal x axis. A
and B are scale terms that control the magnitude and
orientation of the fast direction of anisotropy, which are
given by 2(A2 + B2)0.5 and atan(B/A)/2, respectively.
[43] For active source experiments designed to image
crustal structure on a 0.5–2 km scale [e.g., Dunn et al.,
2000; Barclay et al., 1998], a grid spacing of 150–250 m
provides sufficient accuracy. Root-mean-square travel time
errors are <5 ms for a grid spacing of 200 m in three
dimensions and <2 ms for ray tracing in two dimensions, a
factor of 10 smaller than other errors commonly associated
with marine seismic experiments. In general, the magnitude
of the errors depends on the ray path lengths, the velocity
values, and the form of the forward star; a forward star is a
set of ray path arcs used to search for the minimum time
path [Moser, 1991].
A2. Inverse Problem
[44] The travel time along a ray P through a slowness
model u(r) is
t ¼
Z
P
u rð Þds; ðA2Þ
where ds is the incremental path length. A general slowness
model is related to the starting model uo(r) by
u rð Þ ¼ uo rð Þ þ du rð Þ; ðA3Þ
where du(r) is a perturbation to the starting model.
Likewise, an interface position is
z rð Þ ¼ zo rð Þ þ dz rð Þ; ðA4Þ
where dz(r) is a perturbation to the starting position zo(r).
Given a small perturbation du, Fermat’s principle tells us
that the first-order change in travel time along the rth path is
dtr ¼
Z
P uoð Þ
duds: ðA5Þ
For a ray transmitted either downward or upward across an
interface the first-order change in travel time produced by a
vertical displacement dz of the interface at the position ro
where the ray intersects the interface is
dtr ¼ u1 roð Þ cos hð Þ  u2 roð Þ cos wð Þ½  cos xð Þdz roð Þ; ðA6Þ
u1 and u2 are the slowness values on either side of the
interface, h is the angle between the incident ray and the
surface normal, w is the angle of the transmitted ray with
the surface normal, and x is the angle between the surface
normal and the vertical axis [Sambridge, 1990]. For a
reflected ray the expression is
dtk ¼ 2u roð Þ cos hð Þ cos xð Þdz roð Þ; ðA7Þ
u(ro) is the slowness above the reflection point in this case
[e.g., Bishop et al., 1985].
[45] The forward and inverse problems are parameterized
separately (i.e., the grid spacing is different) for flexibility
and computational efficiency. Following Toomey et al.
[1994], the perturbational model du(r), defined on the
finer grid, is given by linear interpolation between pertur-
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bation values ai at a set of coarsely spaced parametric nodes
(i = 1.,m):
du r;a1;a2; . . .amð Þ ¼
Xm
i¼1
wi rð Þai: ðA8Þ
The linear interpolation weights, wi, [e.g., Thurber, 1983]
are defined locally using only those parametric nodes that
are immediately adjacent to the position r. Therefore, for a
3-D model there are eight nonzero weights. Likewise, dz(r)
is defined by linear interpolation between values at nodes
located on a reflector:
dz r; b1; b2; . . . bnð Þ ¼
Xn
j¼1
wj rð Þbj: ðA9Þ
There are four nonzero weights for a two-dimensional
reflection surface. Again for anisotropy:
dA r; g11;g
1
2; . . . g
1
o
  ¼Xo
k¼1
wk rð Þg1k ðA10Þ
dB r;g21; g
2
2; . . .g
2
o
  ¼Xo
k¼1
wk rð Þg2k : ðA11Þ
The goal of the inverse problem is to solve for the values of
the as, bs, and g1,2s, which are then mapped onto the fine
grid for ray tracing via (A9)–(A11).
[46] The linearized equation that relates changes in the rth
travel time to model parameter changes is written as
dtr a1; . . .am; b1; . . . bn;g
1;2
1 ; . . .g
1;2
o
 
¼
Xm
i¼1
@tr
@ai
ai þ
Xn
j¼1
@tr
@bj
bj
þ
Xo
k¼1
@tr
@g1k
g1k þ
@tr
@g2k
g2k
 
: ðA12Þ
Combining (A5), (A8), and the first term on the right-hand
side of (A12) and multiplying the result be the Kronecker
delta dni, provides the partial derivative relating a travel time
variation to a change in the nth parameter used to define the
isotropic slowness perturbational model:
@tr
@an
¼
Z
P
wnds: ðA13Þ
For rays transmitted across an interface, we combine (A6),
(A9), and the second term of (A12) and multiply the result
by the Kronecker delta dni, and obtain the partial derivative
relating a travel time variation to a vertical change in the
interface:
@tr
@bn
¼ u1 roð Þ cos hð Þ  u2 roð Þ cos wð Þ½  cos xð Þwn: ðA14Þ
Similarly, the expression for reflected rays is
@tr
@bn
¼ 2u roð Þ cos hð Þ cos xð Þwn: ðA15Þ
Adding anisotropy to the problem changes (A13) to
@tr
@an
¼ @tr
@a0n
@a0n
@an
¼
Z
P
wnds
@a0n
@an
; ðA16Þ
where
@a0
@a
¼ 1
1þ A rð Þ cos 2q rð Þ½  þ B rð Þ sin 2q rð Þ½  ; ðA17Þ
a0 is an anisotropic slowness perturbation and a is an
isotropic slowness perturbation. Likewise for either g1 or g2,
@tr
@g1;2n
¼ @tr
@a0n
@a0n
@g1;2n
¼
Z
P
wnds
@a0n
@g1;2n
ðA18Þ
@ a0
@g1;2
¼ uiso rð Þ cos 2q rð Þ½ 
1þ A rð Þ cos 2q rð Þ½  þ B sin 2q rð Þ½ f g2 : ðA19Þ
These partial derivatives tend to be stable since the azimuth
of a ray path changes little from iteration to iteration and
since both the denominator and the isotropic slowness
generally vary by less than 10%. The slowness terms in the
partials for reflector position ((A14) and (A15)) are
anisotropic, but the effect is also <10%.
[47] The solution is a tradeoff between the norm of the
travel time residuals and the norm of the model, where the
latter is subject to user-adjustable constraints, and can be
determined by minimizing an objective function such as
s2 ¼ DtGDmð ÞTC1d DtGDmð Þ þ DmTC1m Dm: ðA20Þ
The partial derivatives for slowness structure, interface
depth, and anisotropy fill the matrix G, Dt is a vector of the
differences between the observed and calculated travel
times, and Dm is a vector of model perturbations to be
determined (i.e., as, bs, and g1,2s). Cd is a diagonal matrix
composed of the individual travel time uncertainties, and
Cm contains user-defined constraints on the model param-
eters. Rather than invert Cd and Cm directly, in practice the
rows of G and Dt are weighted by Cd and we then apply the
covariance information in Cm as additional rows to G [e.g.,
van der Sluis and van der Vorst, 1987]. The solution is then
obtained via the LSQR method of Paige and Saunders
[1982]. A linear set of equations whose solution satisfies the
minimization of (A20) and which applies the model
constraints to the total solution [Shaw and Orcutt, 1985] is
C
1=2
d G
C1=2p
Cs
2
4
3
5 Dmiþ1½  ¼ C
1=2
d Dt
C1=2p Dmi
CsDmi
2
4
3
5: ðA21Þ
Here Cm is separated into Cp and Cs. Cp is a penalty matrix
on the model variance:
Cp ¼
s2u1u
2
o1 0    0
0 . .
.
s2umu
2
om
s2z1
. .
.
s2zn
..
.
s2a1
..
.
. .
.
s2ao
s2a1
. .
.
0
0    0 s2ao
2
6666666666666666666666664
3
7777777777777777777777775
;
ðA22Þ
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where sui is the prior fractional uncertainty in the ith model
parameter for isotropic slowness and uoi is the slowness
value of the prior model, uo, at the position of the ith
parameter [Toomey et al., 1994]. Normalization of the
slowness constraint by the initial model eliminates bias due
to large velocity changes with depth in the prior model
[Wiggins, 1972]. szi is the prior depth uncertainty of the ith
reflector parameter. Likewise, sai is the prior uncertainty in
the values of g1 and g2. The s values act as damping
constraints on the magnitude of model changes; in general,
all of the s for a given parameter type are assigned the same
value. Cs provides constraints on the smoothness of the
slowness, reflector depth, and anisotropy perturbations. For
smoothness constraints on slowness structure, see Toomey et
al. [1994, equations (10) and (11)]. Similar equations are
used for the anisotropy and reflector parameters. For
example, a smoothness constraint for the ith parameter bi
for reflector topography has the form
lzbi ¼
lz
Xn
j¼1
vjbj
Xn
j¼1
vj
; i 6¼ j; vj ¼ exp 
xj  xi
 2
txDxð Þ2
 yj  yi
 2
tyDy
 2
" #
:
ðA23Þ
The value (x, y) is the Cartesian coordinates of a
perturbation parameter. The values tx and ty are the spatial
smoothing lengths given as a percentage of the grid spacing
Dx and Dy. The importance of satisfying the smoothness
constraints is user adjustable via weighting values lu, lz,
and la., which scale the values of the smoothing functions
(the subscripts indicate slowness, reflector topography, and
anisotropy, respectively). The ratios su/sz and lu/lz control
the relative importance of fitting the data with slowness
perturbations versus interface depth perturbations. Similarly,
the ratios su/sa and lu/la control the importance of fitting
the data with slowness versus anisotropy perturbations. The
relative importance of refraction versus reflection data is
already incorporated in the data covariance matrix Cd.
[48] A rough grid search can be performed by varying the
six values su, sz, sa, lu, lz, and la to find a range of smooth
models that satisfy the data misfit function:
c2 ¼ 1
N
XN
i¼1
Dt2i
s2d;i
 1; ðA24Þ
where N is the number of travel time picks. A c2 value of
one indicates that the solution satisfies the data within the
limits of data uncertainties. Thereafter, hypothesis tests can
be constructed to determine the importance of satisfying the
data with isotropic velocity perturbations versus interface
perturbations or anisotropy.
[49] For the results presented in this paper, we apply the
constraint equations to the current iteration only by setting
the Dmi to zero in equation (A21). We found that by
applying the constraints to the whole solution, we were
unable to find solutions that fit the data within the assigned
uncertainties, and significant trends remained in the data, or
the solutions fit the data, but the models were significantly
corrupted by data noise. We obtained smoother solutions
that fit the data by applying the constraints to each iteration
and using larger smoothing weights and smaller model
uncertainties. We suggest that this is due to the nonlinear
nature of the problem and because the starting 1-D model is
far from the final 3-D solutions.
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